CLIENT MEMORANDUM

Federal Reserve Announces Plan to Build Its Own RealTime Gross Settlement System for Retail Payments
August 9, 2019
The Federal Reserve announced on Monday that it plans to build its own 24x7x365 real-time gross
settlement (RTGS) system for retail payments, called the FedNow Service. At the same time, it released a
Notice and Request for Comment on the proposed features and functionality of the planned service. 1 It
also intends to seek public comment separately on whether to expand the operating hours of the Fedwire
Funds Service and the National Settlement Service in order to support a wide range of payment
activities, including liquidity management.
In a 4-1 decision, with Vice Chairman for Supervision Quarles dissenting, the Federal Reserve stated
that the FedNow Service would allow consumers and businesses to settle retail payments in real time
through the U.S. commercial banking system at any time of the day or night, 365 days a year. The
Federal Reserve anticipates that the proposed new service will be available by 2023 or 2024.
The new service will compete with the RTP network, a 24x7x365 RTGS system for retail payments
launched by The Clearing House in November 2017. It will also compete with Fedwire, the Federal
Reserve’s existing RTGS system for large-value funds transfers between banks, and with FedACH, the
Federal Reserve’s existing batch system for retail payments.
While the Federal Reserve’s decision to build its own around-the-clock RTGS system for retail payments
has been widely supported by most smaller banks, 2 technology companies 3 and certain members of
Congress, 4 it has been opposed or questioned by The Clearing House, 5 the Bank Policy Institute 6 and
certain other members of Congress. 7

Justification and Dissent
The Federal Reserve’s primary justification for establishing its own RTGS system for retail payments in
competition with the private sector is that otherwise the RTP Network “is likely to remain the sole privatesector provider of RTGS services for faster [retail] payments in the United States.” It believes that this
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outcome would have significant negative implications for its “policy objectives regarding the accessibility,
safety and efficiency of the nation’s [retail] payment system.”
First, “a single private-sector provider of such services is unlikely to connect to the thousands of small and
midsize banks necessary to yield nationwide reach, even in the long term.” In contrast, the Federal
Reserve “has [already] built a nationwide infrastructure, to provide service to more than 10,000 depository
institutions (or their agents) across the country, which would provide a key channel to reach thousands of
smaller institutions in the United States that might otherwise not have access to an RTGS infrastructure
for faster [retail] payments.”
Second, “a single provider of RTGS services for faster [retail] payments without competition is likely to
create undesirable outcomes for pricing, innovation, service quality, and reach. Conversely, provision of
the FedNow Service alongside private-sector RTGS service would give banks the option of choosing a
service or connecting to more than one service, a choice they have today for all existing payment
services.”
Third, “[a] market outcome with a single RTGS service for faster payments would also create a single
point of failure. An additional RTGS service for faster [retail] payments would promote resiliency through
redundancy.”
Fourth, “the Federal Reserve does not have plenary regulatory or supervisory authority over the U.S.
payment system and instead has traditionally influenced retail payment markets through its role as an
operator.”
In explaining his opposition to the proposal, Vice Chairman for Supervision Quarles observed that:
“The U.S. private sector has a long history of providing efficient payment solutions to consumers and
businesses. The public sector should provide its own capacity only when the evidence of market
failure is clear and alternative means to achieve public goals are not feasible. In this case, I do not
see a strong justification for the Federal Reserve to move into this area and crowd out innovation
when viable private-sector alternatives are available.” 8

Background
The United States arguably lags behind other countries in the development of an RTGS system for retail
payments. 9 In recognition of this perceived shortcoming, the Federal Reserve organized a Faster
Payments Task Force (FPTF) in 2015. 10 The FPTF is made up of a diverse group of stakeholders,
including small, medium, and large financial institutions, business and government end users, non-bank
providers, and consumer interest organizations. In 2017, the FPTF issued its final report, including a set
of recommendations for achieving safe, ubiquitous, and efficient faster payment capabilities for the United
States. Among its recommendations, the FPTF recommended that the Federal Reserve develop its own
24x7x365 RTGS system for retail payments and assess what other operational role(s) the Federal
Reserve should play in faster payments.
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A year later, the Federal Reserve released a notice and request for comment on potential Federal
Reserve actions to support interbank settlement of faster payments (the 2018 Notice). As we previously
described in more detail, the Federal Reserve sought comment on whether it should take action to
establish:
•

A 24x7x365 RTGS service provided by the Federal Reserve Banks, and/or

•

A liquidity management tool that would support RTGS services.

Based on the feedback the Federal Reserve received to the 2018 Notice, recommendations from the U.S.
Treasury Department, 11 and its own analysis, the Federal Reserve has decided to move forward with a
24x7x365 RTGS service to be provided by the Federal Reserve Banks.

Legal and Policy Considerations
In its Notice and Request for Comment, the Federal Reserve stated that its decision to move forward with
its planned FedNow Service is consistent with applicable law and its 1984 policy statement on new and
enhanced payment services. 12 Under the Monetary Control Act of 1980 13 and the Federal Reserve’s 1984
policy statement, 14 the Federal Reserve is required to meet certain obligations and consider certain
criteria before deciding to provide a new payment service. In particular:
•

The Federal Reserve must expect that its providing the service will yield a clear public benefit
(Public Benefits Criterion). 15

•

The service should be one that other providers alone cannot be expected to provide with
reasonable effectiveness, scope, and equity (Other Providers Criterion).

•

The Federal Reserve must expect to achieve full recovery of costs over the long run (Cost
Recovery Criterion).

Federal Reserve policy also requires a competitive-impact analysis for any new service or major
enhancement that would have a direct and material adverse effect on the ability of other service providers
to compete effectively with the Federal Reserve in providing similar services. 16
According to the Federal Reserve, its proposed FedNow Service satisfies all three of these criteria for the
following reasons, and it is still evaluating the competitive impact of its proposal:
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•

Public Benefits Criterion. The FedNow Service will provide a clear public benefit by achieving
nationwide reach of an RTGS infrastructure for faster payments, promoting the safety and
resiliency of that infrastructure, and encouraging competition between payment services.

•

Other Providers Criterion. Unless the Federal Reserve provides the FedNow Service, there will
only be one RTGS option for retail payments in the United States and that option will not be able
to provide an RTGS infrastructure for faster payments with reasonable effectiveness, scope and
equity.

•

Cost Recovery Criterion. The costs of the FedNow Service are expected to be recouped over
the long run, although the Federal Reserve acknowledges that this is likely to occur outside of the
10-year period it typically applies to existing, mature services.

•

Competitive Impact Analysis. The Federal Reserve has conducted an initial competitive impact
analysis, and will conduct another, final analysis after considering comments received in
response to its Notice and Request for Comment. At this time, the Federal Reserve believes it is
“unclear” whether its actions would have a material adverse effect on the ability of relevant
service providers to compete effectively.

Comments are due 90 days after publication of the Notice and Request for Comment in the Federal
Register.
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